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AUTHORS’ NOTE

*Loose Canon* was written largely as an exploration of language and different styles of playwriting through the ages. The plays in this collection were conceived with great admiration for the playwrights being parodied, and with a desire to investigate how their distinct styles permeate contemporary theater. They are not meant to insult or deride. Familiarity with the playwrights on whose work *Loose Canon* is based is not obligatory, but investigating those playwrights will only enrich your production.

NOTE ON CASTING

*Loose Canon* was developed with a company of six actors—three male and three female—in mind. However, it can be produced for a bigger company; role doubling is not essential. Similarly, the roles can be cast with an uneven gender split, with actors of all shapes, sizes, races, and gender identities. These roles are for everyone.

With regard to the characters in “The El Taqueria”: While the characters are specifically not Hispanic, they can be played by anyone. Please do not avoid casting Latinx actors in these roles.
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THE ELMAE
(Inspired by the works of Euripides)
CHARACTERS

JASON
&
CHORUS:
CHORUS LEADER
TIRESIAS
CASSANDRA
HECTOR
HELEN

SETTING

A suburban Chuck E. Cheese’s. 1996.

It is Jason’s 5th birthday party.
The party guests make up the Chorus.
THE ELMAE

The Chorus enters led by the Chorus Leader, who stands in the center. They are wearing elaborate masks made out of papier mâché, macaroni, and other arts and crafts supplies. When they finish taking their positions, they remove the masks.

CHORUS LEADER.
It is January of 1996. Christmas is but two weeks passed. Gloom has again sunk its blunt talons into our wearied souls. And it is now, in this melancholy, That we gather in this dilapidated Chuck E. Cheese’s To celebrate our friend Jason’s birthday.

CHORUS.
Oh the holidays. Trees indoors, stockings hung over fires, The sweet, sweet taste of cookies and candies and Jelly Bellys.

HELEN.
Only days ago did fine aromas drift from our mothers’ kitchens, Dishes brought forth from their holiday conviviality.

HECTOR.
And see our fathers, who often stay too long a’ work, Their keys jangling as they enter with a tray of Ferrero Rocher.

CHORUS.
But that was the holidays and the holidays are no more.

CASSANDRA.
And our fathers come home, Moments before bedtime, just long enough to Perfume us with whiskey, bar nuts, and despair.

CHORUS LEADER.
Jason’s birthday is a trying birthday, For we’ve all just received our presents not but a week ago, And now have to watch as our parents hand over
More presents that should have been ours,
Placing them into the lap of that dough-faced fool.

CHORUS.
   It’s a sham.

CHORUS LEADER.
   The tokens have all been slotted and the tickets redeemed,

HELEN.
   The Skee balls have been shot

TIRESIAS.
   And the moles have all been whackéd.

CHORUS LEADER.
   The cake, Costco-bought and soggy,
   Has been de-flamed and consumed.
   It is now time to put on our cheery facade
   And watch Jason open his gifts.

   Jason steps out.

JASON.
   Welcome, Friends, and behold, as I take each of your perfectly
   Wrapped, tinseled, tailored parcels and… just tear ’em up.

   He begins to unwrap presents.

CHORUS LEADER.
   A 96-color Crayola kit is essential to an emerging
   Kindergartner, but lacking slush gray, sludge brown,
   And dirty white we are incapable of completing
   Our winter scenes coloring books.
   It’s useless.

CHORUS.
   Useless.

JASON.
   Many thanks, Cassandra. Now I can replace my nubs!
   I wonder what this could be?

   He begins to open another gift.

   Splendid, a Playskool Toolkit! Thanks, Helen.

CHORUS LEADER.
   Helen, were you given a Playskool Toolkit for Christmas?

   She shakes her head no.

CHORUS.
   Typical.
CHORUS LEADER.
Mom buys a wondrous gift for someone else’s rugrat,
And shafts poor Helen with a “So You Think You Can Read”
Deck of flashcards.

CHORUS.
We are not interested in clearance-bin stocking stuffers.
We want gifts that will prepare us for our future.

HECTOR.
How can a man protect his hearth and home without a
Nerf Max Force BallZooka?

HELEN.
Without an Easy-Bake Oven, how can a woman learn to make
Peach cobbler with a lightbulb?

Jason picks up a present wrapped in gorgeous, ornate wrapping
paper.

JASON.
What’s this? There’s no note, no card…

Tiresias takes a step out.

TIRESIAS.
What is it?

CHORUS.
Oh, Tiresias, if only you could see…
It’s the greatest toy ever to be had.
A Tickle Me Elmo.
No one, rich or poor, gifted or stunted, could
Get one this Christmas.
His soft red fur invited you to rub his tummy—
But if you even get close to tickling him…

TIRESIAS.
I know what a Tickle Me Elmo is!

CHORUS LEADER.
Poor Tiresias. Born without the gift of sight.
Lives above Spanakopia! The sketchy, grade-B
Greek dinner theater on the south side of town.

TIRESIAS.
I can hear you!
And though my eyes might fail me, my sight does not.
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